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Article abstract
Alliance, Filiation and Psychosis in Québec Today
One hypothesis runs through this text: paternity is decided in the alliance's
symbolic effects on filiation. However, in our modem societies, the new
conditions of the alliance bring profound changes in the détermination of
filiation. This is not without having singular effects on the meaning of
paternity, which becomes dimmer in relation to parentality, as maternity is
becoming the focus of économie, légal and political issues that bear on the
family. In that problematic, the issue of parental authority, with its corollaries
in psychic reality, acquires a symbolic value. This study tends to show the rôle
played by a particular structure — the contract — in the transformations of the
alliance and in its relation with filiation, as in the détermination of the
authority functions in the family. Thus, the questioning of the alliance's new
basis sheds a new light on the contextual relationships between psychosis,
alliance and filiation.
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